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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
I! 
H 
!I 
It 
II 
I !I !I I, 
i! 
II ,, 
Purpose ); 
The purpose of this study was to investigate whether there are factors ll 
which are discernable in initial interviews which have an ~portant rela- if 
It 
!i Are there factors :1 
li 
tionship to social work treatment and its continuation. 
which show why some parents refuse treatment after requesting it? Some 1·
1
!, 
• I 
parents fail to accept the services of a clinic after making an application 1·1 
or fail to follow through with subsequent appointments after treatment has ·: 
been initiated. This occurs in most clinics despite the care taken in the 
selection of treatment cases and despite the experience and skill of the 
interviewer. Because ma~ agencies have long waiting lists and often are 
unable to provide services for all their applicants, it might be of value 
to understand in initial contacts factors which indicate cases which are 
more amenable to treatment. Thus, it would be possible to make more co~ 
structive use of servic~ time, money, energy, as well as stimulating 
thinking of ways to cope more successfully with cases which indicate with-
drawal or less positive response to treatment. 
Method and Scope 
Thirty-four cases of the Quincy Child Guidance Clinic were studied, 
I' i! 
"' 
,. 
,, 
II 
li 
II 
:! 
1: 
I' 
,: 
li 
'I II 
!i 
:: II 
!I 
I! 
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'i li 
!I 
Ji 
'I 
1i 
i' 
I 
i half of which were closed as unimproved and half of which were still active ' 
I, and in treatment at the time this study was made or which were closed as 
improved. Oases of one clinic only of the Division of Mental Hygiene, De-
partment of Mental Health, were used to insure uniformity of procedure. 
I 
--!1 
II 
II 
I' 
Several factors were considered and include age and sex of the 
I' d 
I' d 
:! 2 
d 
:i 
i' 
children, place and number of children in the family, school grade, results ti 
i! 
of psychological testing, duration of the problem and occupation of the :1 
il 
mother•. Because the writer felt they would be of importance, special con- :j 
d 
li 
sideration was directed to referral sources, the problems of the children asfl 
I, 
given by the informants and the attitudes of the informants to the childrenJ 
il 
In selecting the cases to be studied, use was made of the Closed Oases ii 
i' 
,I 
Card File and the Registration Book. The Closed Oases Card File is al- '1 
\ 
phabetically arranged according to clinic and contains such information as 
li 
the patient's name, case number, referral source, opening and closing dates it 
li 
!j of the case, type of service and treatment rendered, status of the case at !I 
" li 
!I 
!I I 
l 
closing, and monthly attendance. The Registration Book is a chronological 
record by case number of all cases registered at the various clinics of the ii 
I 
Department of Mental Health, Division of Mental Hygiene and contains the 
following additional information: pertinent identifying data such as the 
patient 1s name, address, birthdate, parents• and siblings' names, religion; 
problem; referral source; school; clinic. 
All cases which were closed as unimproved between January, 1950 and 
July,l951 which were opened after January,l950 were listed from the Closed 
Cases Card File. There were twenty cases which met these criteria, but 
three were excluded from the study because of insufficient information in 
the records. The remaining seventeen cases are referred to as Group I in 
this study. 
:i 
': I' 
,! 
If 
il 
i'l Group II consists of seventeen cases which either were still active and 11 
I, 
in treatment at the time this study was made or which had been closed as Jl 
improved after a minimum of two months 1 treatment. In selecting this group, II 
il 
cases opened after January, 1950 were listed from the Closed Cases Card 
File and the Registration Book. An attempt was made to have the opening 
dates of the Group II cases correspond within a reasonable time to those 
cases in Group I. Thus, the cases were not chosen at random but carefully 
selected. 
The duration of contact in the cases of the two groups varied. In 
Group I, in seven of the seventeen cases, intake was not completed because 
of resistance on the part of one or both parents. One or both failed to 
follow through on necessary procedures, refused further appointments or 
failed to keep appointments. (The procedure followed at the Quincy Clinic 
is briefly outlined in the section describing that clinic later in this 
chapter, but here it may be stated that intake may extend for one or more 
meetings, usually more than a single meeting, since at the Quincy Clinic it 
!I 
li is felt both parents should be included wherever possible.) In eight other il 
i! 
cases in Group I, while intake was completed, there was no . tr~atment because 1.1 
., 
il 
again one or both parents failed to keep appointments or refused appointment. 
'i I 
or the services of the clinic. The remaining two cases in Group I were 'i 
i 
treatment cases, but each was closed before the clinic felt there was ~ 
provement or before it felt it had rendered its full services. In one of 
these two cases, the mother withdrew after she and the child had been seen 
eleven times and the father once, while in the other case, although the 
child was seen twelve times, each parent's attendance was irregular, each 
coming only twice. 
Because all of Group II cases were treatment casas, intake was 
ily completed. As stated above, no case was chosen for this group unless 
there was a minimum of two months' treatment and it was felt by the clinic 
that through treatment a change in the participants and the situation war-
ranted closing the case as improved. 
1: il 
!I 
II 
:I 
!! 
To recapitualte, this is a study of thirty-four cases which are dividedjl 
into two equal groups: Group I consists of seventeen cases closed as 
unimproved between January, 1950 and July, 1951 which were opened after 
li 
ij 
II I, 
I' 
1: January, 195.0; Group II consists of seventeen cases which were opened after il 
January 1, 1950 which either were still in tr·eatm.ent at the time this study II 
. II 
was made or which had been closed as improved after a minimum of two months 1 !I 
- :t 
!I 
II 
II 
il 
treatment. 
Material for this study was abstracted on a schedule drawn up for 
that purpose (See Appendix A). An examination of Appendix A will indica~e 
II 
jl 
II 
~e kind of data which was gathered. The material was obtained from an 
examination of initial interviews. As used in this study, the term initial If 
li ,, 
:1. 
I' interviews refers to all interviews prior to acceptance by the clinic as a 
II 
treatment case. At clinic staff meetings, cases are discussed and screened 11 
(see Page 10) and notes of these meetings by the psychiatrist are made part i! 
I! 
II of the case record. Thus, where the psychiatrist's disposition notes of 
these case consultation meetings enlarged the interviewer's record of the 
initial interviews -- as sometimes happened -- data also was abstracted 
from these notes. The psychologists' reports of test results, as well as 
referral reports, were also used. 
Limitations 
Because of the small rwmber of cases, the results and findings are 
necessarily restricted to this particular study rather than to a broader 
application to initial interviews general~. Since ~1e initial interviews 
studied were recorded by several interviewers, there is necessarily a 
il ,, 
II 
I' ,! 
[I 
II 
II 
! ~ q 
II 
!' 
4 
II 
H 
i; 5 
li 
if 
f! 
difference in style and emphasis in recording, further 
~II 
H 
limiting the validit~~ 
of the findings, Also, since recording is not necessarily aimed towards 
research or the specific focus of this study, the findings are further 
limited, 
Structure and Function of Child Guidance Clinics 
The mental hygiene movement, which was stimulated after the publica-
tion early in the 20th century of Clifford Beers 1 A Mind That Found Itself, 
has grown steadily since that time, having received great impetus from the 
experiences and observations of the two world wars, to say nothing of the 
findings of Freud and his followers. It began to appear quite evident 
that· most mental illnesses have their beginnings in the early life ex-
periences of the individual, and the mental hygiene movement began to 
develop. 
The mental-hygiene movement expanded with remarkable rapidity 
through the years 1912 to 1922 under the impact of new psy-
chiatric concepts of mental disease and an increasing revela-
tion of the importance of flaws of personality in precipitat-
ing breakdown in adult life,l 
One of the offshoots of this growing knowledge has been the child 
guidance movement whose efforts eventual~ were directed to early recogni-
,, 
q 
tion and treatment of emotional disorders. l-iuch of this grew from the work i: 
,I 
II 
of Dr. William. Healy in connection with the Chicago Juvenile Court and work [I 
,! 
with delinquents. A significant year in the development of child guidance II 
I 
clinics was 1921 when plans were made for the establishment of demonstratio,l
1 
ii 
!I 
'I L 
lYerbury, Edgar c. and Nancy Newell, The Development of the State Chil1 
Guidance Clinics in Massachusetts, 1945, p. 1, . 
I 
clinics in eight large cities throughout the United States by the National 
Committee of Mental Hygiene through its Division for the Prevention of 
Delinquency. Seven of these eight clinics, financed by the Commonwealth 
Fund on a five-year plan, became e eta b li.shed clinics. 2 Although the 
therapeutic results with the delinquents were hardly encouraging, there 
continued to be indications that. earlier recognition and treatment. of 
maladjusted children were essential. 
One of the first. states to make provisions for the early recognition 
of children's problems was Massachusetts by its legislation in 1919 making 
mandatory the examination of all school children who were retarded three 
years. Provision also was made for establishing special classes where 
ii 
~ I 
1: 
,I 
II ,, 
H ,. 
!i I 
II In addi t.ion, examining services ,
1 !, 
there were at least ten of these children. 
were given by traveling clinics of the state hospitals and Walter E. 
Fernald State School, a school for the feebleminded. But there was concern 
for other than the feebleminded; consequently, outpatient mental hygiene 
clinics were set up both for children and adults in 1920.; 
This and other efforts stimulated thinking in the direction of child 
guidance and a broadened mental hygiene program. By the efforts of in-
terested psychiatrists including Dr. George M. Cline and Dr. Douglas A. 
II 
ii 
!i 
I I' ll ,., 
l ~ 
il 
II 
tl 
;r 
il ii 
II 
II 
II 
Thom, a preventive program was formulated and presented to the Me.ssachusett.sj\ 
II legislature in 1922. The plan was approved and with funds provided by the 11 
II 
state, the Division of Mental Hygiene under the Department of Mental Health if 
lj 
2Yerbury and Newall, The Development of the State Child-Guidance 
Clinics in Massachusetts. p. ;. 
; Ibid., p. 2. 
il 
Ji li 
I 
,I 
II 
'I 
lr 
i[ 
__ II 
II 
I' 
I 
6 
was established, wi~h Dr. Thom as i~s firs~ director. The Division was 
delegated the responsibili~y for :, 11all matters affec~ing the mental health 11 
'I ,, 
of ci~izens of 'the Commonwealth, investiga~ion of causes and conditions 
tend ~ jeopardize mental health. •4 I~ is in~eresting ~ no~ tha~ the 
II tha~11 
i! 
n 
'i 
Commonwealth of Massachusetts was ~he firs~ s~a~e to make provision by 
legislation for a division of mental hygiene. 
II 
" ,, II ,, 
" :I 
I! 
One of the Division's major activi~ies was specified ~ be the es~b- \\ 
lishment of child guida~e clinics which were ~ be financed by s~ate funds.,, 
I The plan was that the clinics star~ed by the Division were ~ be for I! 
demonstration purposes and ultimately were ~ be turned over to private 
organizations and hospitals, This has been done for the most part. Four 
clinics are now functioning actively under the enlarged and expanded Divi-
sion of Mental Jtrgiene in Boston (West End), Brockton, Lowell and ~~incy. 
Each of these clinics serves nearby communities as well as the ci~ies in 
which they are located. 
In the broadest sense, prevention is the ideal of child guidance 
programs. More specifically, ~he main aim of the Massachuset~s child 
guidance clinics can be seen from the following quo~ations • 
••••• (the purpose of the clinics is) to facilitate the child's 
emotional, intellectual and social developmen~ in ~rder that.he 
may a~~ain a more satisfactory adjustment to life. 
The program of the clinics is prevention -- that is, pre-
4commonwe~lth of Massachusetts, Annual Repor~ of the Commissioner of 
Mental Diseases for the Year Ending NOvember 30, 1922, P• 7. 
5c~mmonwea1th of Massachusetts, Annual Report of the Commissioner of 
Mental Diseases for the Year Endipg 1938, p. 52. 
il 
I! 
I! 
ii 
I' 
J! 
II 
II li 
7 
vention of serious difficulties which may arise from some of 
the simple traits of childhood. The aim of the clinics is to 
correct behavior, personality and scholastic problems in their 
beginning, in order that the more serious problems of cblin-
quency, depgn4ency and mental disorders might be prevented in 
later life. 
Since an attempt is made to study the "whole child a - his intel-
lectual, emotional and social development -- each clinic is staffed with 
one or more psychiatrists, psychologists and psychiatric social workers. 
Also, several clinics are staffed with additional specialists in speech 
therapy, remedial reading therapy and occupational therapy. The te~ 
I 
" 
work approach is used in deciding the extent of the services to be provided~~ 
il 
The clinics provide both f'ull or more specialized services, depending upon 11! 
the needs of the child. For the most part the clinics deal with children 
within the range of normal intelligence, but some diagnostic services are 
provided children outside of this range since in the case of borderline 
children it cannot be determined in advance whether the child is retarded. 
The Q.uinc:y Clinic 
The Quincy Clinic was established in 1926, the eighth to be started 
l! 
bv the Division. It has 0 proved to be one of the most successful and is i1 
" il 
still ~ the process of expansion. a7 Several times its location has been 1,i
1 
'I 
changed to meet the growing needs and interest of the community. Beginning lj 
,, 
!\ on the basis of one- session weekly at the Quincy Dispensary, it now pro- ,, 
6rerbury, Edgar C., Commonwealth of' Massachusetts, Department of 
Mental Health, Report of the Division of' Mental l!vgiene, 1940, p. 44. 
1rerbury and Newell, The Development of State Child-Guidance Clinics, 
p. 7. 
8 
vides several session. weekly at its present location at the Child Health 
Center where it moved in 1951. From its beginnings in the hospital, it 
has grown to a community clinic with strong ties with the school. It is 
under both state and community auspices. The interest of the community led 
to the formation of the Guidance Association (for children) and this has 
led to additional financial support for greater services.8 As the program 
was enlarged, the clinic added to its staff of psychiatrists, psychologists 
and psychiatric social workers the following personnel: remedial reading 
therapists, speech therapists and occupational therapists. 
Any child between two and fourteen years, whose intellectual level is 
not known to be below seventy, who lives within the district and whose 
problem falls within the type treated at the clinic is eligible to apply 
for clinic services. Types of problems accepted include: 
1. 
2. 
;. 
4. 
5· 6. 
7. 
Habit problems 
Neurotic symptoms 
Problems of personal relationships 
Delinquency 
Psychosomatic problems 
Educational problems 
Speech defects 
d il I, 
li 
1\ 
ii 
ii Sources of referral include parents, doctors, other social agencies, li 
,. A • il hospitals, scnools, parents of previous clinic patients. parent ~s il 
II 
usually asked to contact the clinic to discuss the feasibility of treatment•ii 
d 
No fees are charged. 
A psychiatric social worker is responsible for intake (which may 
extend f'or one or more meetings) with one or both parents or parent sur-
8yerbury and Newell, The Development of State Child-Guidance Clinics, 
p. 1;. 
!i 
:I 
9 
rogatee. At the Quincy clinic it is felt that both parents should be 
included whenever feasible. The social worker attempts to determine 
whether the case is a suitable one for the clinic and whether the parents 
are motivated to participate in a treatment plan. In these initial i~ 
terviews, the parents are helped to formulate the problem as they see it, 
to describe their attempts to handle it and to learn something of the re-
quirements and implications of the clinic approach. Emphasis is placed 
on enlarging the clinic 1 s understanding of the background of the child 
(medical and social history, interpersonal family as well as other re-
lationships) so that a tentative dynamic formulation of the malatustment 
I 
110 
! 
ji 
II 
jl 
,I 
may be made. 
. . I 
The psychiatrist interviews the child to enlarge the diagnos- tl 
tic picture. Reports from schools, hospitals, doctors, or other agencies 
are obtained with the parent's permission when necessary. 
I! 
il 
I! !: 
!I 
Oases are discussed and screened at a clinic staff meeting and where li 
II 
necessary, recommendations are made for further interviews or psychological II 
'i 
1: 
., testing of the child as well as other diagnostic examinations (i. e., 
speech, reading, school achievment, etc.). 
:i I 
Some cases may be found to be 1! 
ll 
unsuitable for treatment because of the problem, the motivation for treat- I 
ment, etc., and where possible, referrals to other sources are made in 
these instance a. 
When the total information is gathered, a final disposition clinic 
staff meeting is held to affirm or modify the treatment plan. Generally 
! 
II 
!i 
II 
II II 
1\ 
the psychiatrist treats the child and one or more social workers treat one II 
or both parents. This, however, is not inflexible and may be changed ac-
cording to the needs of the ease. The Quincy Clinic also provides a 
II 
II 
II 
,I 
I 1 
11 
weekly evening session of group the~apy for parents, and certain parents 
may be recommended for this type of treatment. 
OHAPTER II 
GENERAL ANALYSIS OF THE GROUPS STUDIED 
This chapter is concerned with a general analysis of the two groups 
to serve not only as background material of the cases studied, but to 
help point out whether, from the more general information given by the 
informants in the initial interviews, there emerge certain factors which 
have an important relationship to social work treatment and its continua-
tion. The following will be included in this discussion: age and sex of 
I! 
!112 
!I 
':r 
li 
li 
li 
!I ,, 
i 
!i 
li 
'i the children, place in the family, number of children in the family, school il 
grades, results of psychological testing, duration of the problem, occupa-
tion of the mothers. 
As stated previously, two groups were studied. Group I consists of 
" i! 
':I 
:I 
I, 
.I 
!l 
:i 
it 
ii 
cases which were closed as unimproved after one or more visits to the 
II 
:I clinic~ 
As was pointed out on rage '' in several instances in this group, contact 
with the clinic was broken after only one interview, while in a number of 
li ,, 
\! 
I' 
II 
!I 
!I 
cases the informants failed to return after several visits. I' Group II con- d 
siste of cases which either were still active and in treatment at the time 
of this stu~ or which had been closed as improved after a minimum of two 
months' treatment. 
Age and Sex of the Ohildren 
Table l gives a picture of the age and sex of the children in the two 
groups. The majority of the children were from five through ten. There 
was no appreciable difference between the two groups. 
TABLE 1 
AGE AND SEX OF THE CHILDREN 
Age* Total Group I Group II 
Two 1 0 1 
'l.hree 1 1 0. 
Four 2 0 2 
Five 4 2 2 
Six 5 ; 2 
Seven 
' 
1 2 
Eight 6 2 4 
Nine 4 4 0 
Ten 5 2 
' Eleven 2 2 0 Twelve l 0 1 
Total ;4 17 17 
Sex Total Group I Group II 
Male 27 1; 14' 
Female 7 4 ; 
Total ;4 17 17 
* Age on last birthday 
There were twenty-seven boys in the two groups, almost four times the 
number of girls. About the same propor1;1on carried over to each group, 
there being thirteen boys and four girls in Group I and fourteen boys and 
three girls in Group II. 
The lack of' difference between the groups might suggest that in the 
cases studied ~he children 1s age or sex were not factors having a sig-
nif'icant bearing on treatment and its continuation. 
I! 
·I 
il 
ll 
ll 
:I 
il 
li 
!i 
il 
li 
I II 
,I 
i' q 
II 
1; 
14 
Place of the Children in the FamilY 
Table 2 shows the place of the child in the family. A "middle0 child 
was one who was neither the youngest, oldest or only child. One of the 
children in Group I was an adopted child, the youngest of four steP-
siblings. 
TABLE 2 
PLACE OF THE CHILDREN IN THE F Al•1ILY 
i! il j1 
Place in the Family Total Group I Group II it II 
i: 
Youngest 10 5 5 
Oldest 11 7 4 
Middle 9 4 5 
Only child ~ 1 2 
Twin (no other sibling) 1 0 1 
Total ~ 17 17 
The smallest category waa the only child, containing three out of a 
total of thirty-four. The remaining categories were about evenly divided. 
Again, there was no significant difference between the groups, there being 
a fairly equal distribution in each category. ~Uf, the child 1s place in 
the family in this study does not appear to have a relationship to treat-
ment and its continuation. 
Number of Children in the Family 
The number of children in the family is . shown in Table 3. The 
majority of children, twenty-one out of thirty-four, came from families 
of two or three. Only two children came from families of six or seven. 
Since there was no appreciable difference between the two groups, nothing 
II II II 
lr 
ii of any significance can be noted. 
ll 
II 
!! 
II 
TABLE~ 
il 
!I 
IJ 
NUMBER OF CHILDREN IN THE FAMILY 
I, 
II 
!I 
li 
li 
II 
i' ii 
lj 
II 
II 
I, 
II 
1: 
I' 
II I, 
Number of Children 
1 
2 
~ 
4 
5 
6 
7 
Total 
School Grades of the Children 
Total Group I 
~ 1 
10 5 
11 5 
6 ~ 
2 2 
1 0 
1 1 
~ 17 
Group II 
2 
5 
6 
~ 
0 
1 
0 
17 
il 
A breakdown of the school grades of the children is shown in 
I II I, 
II II 
II 
i• 
I' 
II 
Table 4. 
, TABLE 4 
SCHOOL GRADES OF THE CHILDREN 
Grade Total Group I 
Pre-school 2 1 
Nursery school 2 0 
Kindergarten 4 2 
First 5 2 
Second 6 ~ 
Third 5 2 
Fourth 4 4 
Fifth 2 1 
Sixth ~ 1 
Eighth 1 1 
Total '4 17 
Group II 
1 
2 
2 
~ 
~ 
~ 
0 
1 
2 
0 
17 
i 
I, 
=+==-···==' 
II the grades ranged from pre-school through the eighth grade. The largest 
\\ number of children, twenty-four of the t.hirty-four, were in kindergarten 
II through the fourth grade, thirteen of them being in Group I and eleven 
1
11 II in Group II. The variation between the groups is so small and the range 
i[ so wide that it is not possible to state aDf relationship between school 
I: 
1'1 grades and social work treatment and its continuation. 
I 
1.1' Psychological Testing Results. 
11 
All of the children in Group II were tested by the clinic psycholo-
,, 
II gists, while only eleven of Group I were tested. However, since I. Q.. 
:I 
II results were available from the referring source in four eases of the 
I 
I latter group, these were used in Table 5, which gives the distribution of 
intelligence quotients. As a result, only two were not known. 
TABLE 5 
INTELLIGENCE QUOTIENTS OF THE CHILDREN 
Classification Total Group I Group II 
Borderline (70-79) 1 l 0 
Low average (80-89) 7 6 l 
Average (90-99) 8 4 4 
High average (100-119) ll 2 9 
Superior (120-145) 5 2 ~ 
Not known 2 2 0 
Total ~4 17 17 
The majority of the children in Group I, eleven of the seventeen, 
(64.7%~had average or below average I. Q.. 1s. Of these eleven, only four 
were average, while six were low average and one was borderline. In eo~ 
trast to this, the majority of the children in Group II, twelve of the 
I 
I 
II 
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'I ~~ ---=--== ~~~ seventeen (70.6~), had above average I. Q. 1s. This would appear to sugges, 
I a relation between higher I. Q. 's and continuation of treatment. From such 1· I ~ I 
I
I a small group, the finding would necessarily be confined to this study J 
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only. It may be that the informants, recognizing that the mental ability 
is there in the child, are thus willing to look for other factors which 
are interfering with his adjustment. Or it may be that the parents of 
children with lower I. Q. 1s are themselves in the same range and unable 
to understand or take advantage of clinic services. Further study of the 
informants would be necessary to understand this factor more clearly. 
Duration o£ the Problem 
From Table 6 we get a picture of the duration of the problems as 
stated by the informants in the initial interviews. 
TABLE 6 
DURATION OF THE PROBLEMS 
Duration Total Group I Group II 
Two weeks to four months 4 l ; 
At least one year 2 0 2 
• • two years 11 4 7 
a II three • 9 7 2 
- -u • four I 2 1 1 
-
~ 
• II five • 4 2 2 .. 
-
~ 
Ul)known 2 2 0 
Total !)4 17_ 17 
I SiMo the lopgth of time tho problomo existed wao not indicated in 
two of the cases -- from Group I -- the findings are further limited by 
this. The problems ranged in duration from two weeks to at least five 
years. The most prevalent length of the problem was two years, having 
occurred in about one-third of the cases (eleven of the thirty-four), 
followed by problems of at least three years• duration, this having oc-
curred in nine of the cases. 
There was a difference between the two groups. In Group I only five 
of the seventeen cases (29.4%) showed problems which had existed two years 
or lees. And of these five, four cases showed problems of at least two 
years• length, while only one case showed a problem two months long. In 
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contrast to this, however, in Group II twelve of the seventeen caees-(70.6~ 
showed problems of two years 1 duration or less. Here, three of the cases l,l 
had problems which had exieted f'our months or less, one informant roport.ing II 
the onset as recently as two weeks prior to coming to the clinic. In two \ 
cases the problems had lasted at least a year and in seven cases at least 
two years. In the preponderance of cases in Group I -- ten out of 
seventeen -- the problems had existed from at least three to five years, 
while in a minority of cases in Group II -- five of the seventeen -- the 
problems had existed for this period. 
This appears to suggest that the duration of the problem may be one of 
the factors which may have an important relationship to treatment and its 
continuation. In the groupe studied it seems that the parents whose chi1-
dren had problems of shorter duration appeared to be more understanding 
or ready or able or willing to continue in treatment. 
Occupation of the Mothers 
I Onl¥ one mother of Group II was employed, and this only on a part-
\! time basis on week-ends when the father was at home. Thus, practically 
I 
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I all t.be mot.bers in Group II were housewives, Thirt.een of t.he mothers in 11 
II Group I stated their occupation as housewife; four were employed on a full-~ 
! time basis, two as waitresses, one as a clerk and another as a laboratory ! 
I 
worker in a hospital. 
Although the difference between the groups in this respect is not 
great, one may speculate that it does seem to point to the fact that 
mothers who are employed would have less time to meet the requirements of 
clinic appointments. It would be reasonable to speculate further, therefor 
11 that treatment might be more difficult under such circumstances. However, 
!I further study would be necessary for a clearer understanding of this 
II tact.or, 
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CHAPrER III 
ANALYSIS OF THREE POTENTIALLY SIGNIFICANT FACTORS 
ii 
II This chapter deals with the three factors which were given special II 
attention. The writer felt these factors might be of importance and hence II 
they were analyzed to see if they were of significance in relation to 
social work treatment and its continuation. The three factors include 
sources of referral; statements of t.he symptoms of the children as given 
by the informants; and attitudes of the informants to the children. 
A. SOURCES OF REFERRAL 
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Witmer has indicated that treatment can be successful only when the I: 
parents have some real desire for it..9 Th.eref'ore, a knowledge of' t.he kirld r 
of pressure which brings the parent to the clinic would appear to be worth 11 
[, 
examining. Whether parents come at the advice of or under the pressure of rl 
II 
II 
understanding the informants have of the clinic - a knowledge of this would I' 
authoritative figures, the amount of insight of the parent, the kind of 
seem to be fruitful for the purpose of this study. With these points in I 
II il mind, an analysis was made of sources of referral, the results of which 
!! 
II 
I 
I II li 
follow. 
!I 
Table 7 itemizes the referral sources of the two groups. There were 
thirteen referrals from schools (}8.2% of the total referrals), almost 
twice the number or more than from aey other source. Doctors and self-
~~ 9Helen Witmer, "The Firat Interview: Comments 
\1 College Studies in Social Work, l9-'7-19,S, p. 82. 
n-1~·-·---
in Conclusion, 11 Smith 
referrals were the next highest source, accounting for seven referrals each! 
(20.6% each of the total). Sel1'-referrale included informants who came at I' 
I 
the suggestion of a friend, another clinic mother or through the mother 1s 
own initiative in learning of sources to help with the child 1s problem. 
The remaining sources were about evenly ~ivided between school nurses and 
I 
I 
hospitals, there being four referrals from the former and three from the 
latter. There was no appreciable difference between the the two groupe 
of self-referrals, school nurse and hospital referrals. The differences i 
between the groupe referred by schools or doctors will be discussed below. 1 
I 
I 
I' 
,I 
TABLE 7 
SOURCES OF REFERRAL 
Sources of Referral Total Group I Group II 
School 15 8 5 
Doctor 7 2 5 
Self-referrals 7 4 
' School or district nurse 4 2 2 Hospital 
' 
l 2 
Total ;4 17 17 
There were eight school referrals in Group I as compared with five 
in Group II, 47.1% and 29.4% respectively of each group. In six of the il 
ii :l eight eases in Group I {cases closed as unimproved), the informants either 
I, l il made no mention of the problem as seen by the school, minimized the proble 
\\ 
IJ or acknowledged the problem but showed hostility to the referring source. 
'I II In another case the mother said she was not aware of the problem until it 
II 
II 
was called to her attention by the teacher and even then appeared to 
minimize it (See Case #12 on Page 55). The eighth informant seemed con-
II 
21 
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ij cerned according to the referral report; she had come to the .school stating 11 
;I :j 
:l she bad reached the point where she must have help but denied to the worker 1\ 
!· ',1 ;I 
II she understood why she was coming to th~ clinic. All this might suggest II 
ii that in some of these cases there may not have been as adequate preparation II 
:: as is needed for the clinic approach, which may have tended to make treat- Jl 
ment and its continuation difficult. 'l'he parents may have been coming in 
!i 
li response to what they viewed as an authoritarian person without real un-
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derstanding for the referral. This appears to be borne out by the fact 
that there were discrepancies in several instances between the opinion 
given in the referring report and the worker 1e opinion, the referring re-
port on the one hand stating the mother was concerned about the child and 
wanted help, and the worker, on the other hand, indicating it appeared in 
the interview the parent was app~ing because she had been sent by what 
she viewed an authoritarian source. 
Case 18 is presented to illustrate one of the school referrals from 
Group I as well as to point out some of these statements more clearly. 
Case fa. Mark, an 8t year old boy in the third grade, 
was referred through the School Ad.ju•.-nt S.ervice as a be-
havior problem. The referring report indicated that he was 
becoming a greater problem on the playground as well as in 
class; he vas belligerent and did not hesitate to kick, push 
or hit other children, seemingly without provocation. Several 
mothers were concerned about the safety of their children. 
Teachers of tho past two years stated he fhowed poor behavior 
even then. He seemed to be getting more maladjusted in hie 
relationships with the teachers, principal and his parents 
as he grew older. The referring report also stated that the 
mother was quite concerned about Mark1 e poor behavior at 
home and in the neighborhood and had contacted the school 
several times recently for help. 
Mark was the youngest child and only boy in the fami~, 
hie sisters being thirteen and eleven. In discussing Mark, 
the mother said that he kicked up and fought in school where 
he couldn1t sit still. Often he threw his hat around. At 
I' 
+= 
II 
the beginning of the year he didn't do any work, but this 
semester, while his work improved, his conduct did not. He 
has been like this since he started school. Mark has re-
peated one year. The mother said he ·was too full of life --
he always ran and never walked; when he wanted to do something, 
he did it. She felt the school didn 1t know how to handle Mark, 
that all in the school had their eyes on him and nobody liked 
him. Mark said everyone was against him. The mother also said 
Mark was good at home. He ran a small temperature (about 99.8), 
but her doctor told her to ignore it and was resistant to her 
coming to the clinic. The doctor didn 1 t respond to the clinic 1 s 
request for a medical report. When Mark was hospitalized for 
hie temperature, the nurses were unable to control him and he 
was sent home. 
The worker felt the mother was made anxious by the school 
and was hostile to it; she denie.d aDJ difficulty at home and 
spoke only of difficulty at school. She said the father 
felt there was no problem, but it was all right with him if 
she wanted to come. In regard to her coming to the clinic, 
the mother felt, 8 What do we have to loset~ 
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When the father was interviewed, he indicated Mark was no 1
1
1 
problem at home, that he was good and got along well with his 
sisters and children in the neighborhood. He felt the problem II 
was essentially a school problem and stated that the school 1: 
badly spoiled Mark in the first grade because his two sisters !: 
I had done well in school and beeause Mark was physically attrac- J; 
I I 
I 
tive. The teachers made much of him, even taking him into his .I 
I
I sisters• classes for several hours at a time to show him off. li 
1
',11',,,_ 11'' .•.· 
As a result, Mark adopted the attitude that school was the 
place where he could do pretty much what he wanted to do. Both 
[i parents wanted to transfer l>iark to parochial school, feeling I! 
il that since he had the reputation of being a problem child, this I ~~ would hinder him as long as he s~ayed at his present school. I 
fl From the referring report we learn that the child is disruptive in II 
II II \I school and on the playground. The report indicates further that the mother I 
il is concerned aboui< hie behavior both ai< boDe and in the Mighborhood and a.jl 
11 contacted the school for help. However, the mother, while acknowledging !1 
·~~ the child was a problem at school, tended to minimize the situation and II 
1
, bl""" tho school. She denied the child '• behavior ai. home was a probloa I 
I
I and appeared angry at the school. It was the worker's impression that the !1 
1 
mother was hostile to the school which appeared to have aroused her anxiety.Lij 
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jl The father also denied the child was a problem at home or in the neighbor-
! hood. 
1 
school • 
He, too, tended to be hostile to and place the responsibility on the 
This case was closed as unimproved when the parents refused further 
. 
1 
appointments after one visit from each. 
il Of' the seven referrals by doctors, two were in Group I (11.8% of' that 
'I 
11 group) as contrasted with five from Group II (29.4%). Adding the hospital 
' referrals (in each of' which there was contact with a doctor) would make a 
I 
! total of' three in Group I but seven in Group II, the group which continued 
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in treatment. This appears to suggest that those mothers in the cases 
studied who turned to their doctors for help with the child's problem, 
for the most part on their own initiative, seemed more likely to accept 
hie recommendations and more likely to remain in treatment. It might also 
indicate respect for such a professional person's opinion and consequent 
willingness to follow throUgh on his advice, particularly since physical 
factors have been eliminated. Case #21 is an example of' one of the cases 
in Group II which came to the clinic at the suggestion of' a private doctor. 
This case is still in treatment, the child being seen by the psychiatrist 
and each parent by two different social workers. 
Case lgl. Clinic referral was precipitated by a speech 
the mother .. heard by a doctor at a woman's club at her church. 
The mother contacted the doctor who referred her to Dr. X to 
whom she took 8-year old Nick with the complaints of' nocturnal 
enuresis, disobedience, thumbsucking, nailbiting and refusal 
to go to bed at the designated hour. After examining Nick, 
the doctor suggested the clinic, and within a few days the 
mother applied directly. In a letter received shortly after 
the parents were seen at the clinic, the doctor stated that 
the physical examination of' Nick was negative with the exceP-
tion of a heart murmur which was in no way ineapacita.ting. 
He suggested to the parents that they r8m0ve the pressure 
insofar as the enuresis was concerned by not punishing him 
when he wet. He said the parents tended to tease and chide 
Nick, rewarding him with a peney- for dry nights and requiring 
24 
him to return the penqr for nights that he wet. Nick was born 
during the war when he and the mother lived with grandparents. 
The doctor felt the father was critical and domineering; he 
attributed the trouble to his absence in the war. 
Both parents came to the clinic and were interviewed to-
gether. Nick was in the tnird grade and the oldest of three 
children, his sister being three and his brother two. The 
problem was stated as thumbsucking, bedwetting, nailbiting. 
Nick was never·trained for wetting except for a period of two 
months following the time the family got its own home, at 
which time Nick was almost'.four. He felt badly about wetting 
but couldn't help it. Special pads, getting him up at night 
and other such remedies have been of no avail. He sucked his 
thumb so much that it was almost out of shape; shaming him had 
been unsuccessful. 
Dr. X told the parents Nick wasn't bad, that it was all 
r~t for him to do what he wanted. The parents wondered what 
Dr. X told Nick but he wouldn't say. However, his behavior 
has become worse since then. The parents dated Nick 1 s diffi-
culties to the father's entry into service·when Nick was nine 
months. His early adjustment seemed good until he was about 
a year. There were battles between the maternal grandmother 
and the mother about how Nick should behave and be di*ciplined. 
The several maternal aunts in the home also had opinions about 
this. 
The parents view going to a psychiatrist as a form of 
disgrace; both felt guilty in coming to the clinic. They were 
both concerned and exasperated with Nick's behavior. The 
mother said Nick drove her to get too angry and although she 
tried depriving him, she couldn't follow through. The father 
complained of his unsuccessful efforts to make Nick feel liked 
and wanted; his attempts to give Nick attention met with a 
negative response. The father was also guilty about Nick's 
behavior and blamed it on being in the service. Nick pushes 
the father until he has to punish him; the father becomes angry 
and •feels like two cents. • He wondered if the whole fault 
were his. 
The following ease is another example of a Group II ease, this one 
coming to the clinic through the suggestion of a hospital where the child 
and mother have been seen over a period of time. While the mother may have 
been somewhat apprehensive about the clinic initially, despite the prepara-
tion by the referral source, she was able to follow through with trea~nt. 
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~~ Her previous positive experience at Y Hospital, the good relationship with 
111
'! 
il the worker, the respect for their suggestions appeared to be important in 
il bringing her to the clinic and keeping the case in treatment. I 
II Case m. Don, an ~ year old boy in the third grade, ,'1 
., the y-oUDger of two children, his brother being thirteen, was I 1
11 referred 'through the Y Hospital because of poor social adJ"ust- I il ment. The referral letter described Don as a higb-strUDg, !: 
11 aggressive boy with several physical handicaps. He wore glasses, I 
11 was thought to have high blood pressure, was about to have a 11 
11 hernia operation and attended the Allergy Clinic for inocul.a-
·1'1' li 
tions. Although he was bright, because of moving from one 
1
: city to another, he repeated his first year in school. Don 
 was a demanding boy; last year at camp he was found to be 
il quarrelsome. The school made this complaint also. 
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The mother, who was chronically anxious about Don and 
solicitous about his health, said She worried about him all 
the time, wondering what will have happened to him at school 
or on the way home. She appeared very- attached to Don in a 
worrisome way. She had several symptoms which the doctor found 
functional rather than organic. Although quite depressed at one 
point, the mother said she felt better and seemed very willing 
to come for help with Don. She seemed to realize Don had emo-
tional problems together with physical ones and felt "heart-
sick• for him.because he took things so hard and got himself 
into trouble with other children. 
When the mother came to the clinic, she seemed somewhat 
apprehensive about the cliuc and rather amazed at the behavior 
of several aggressive children who happened to be there that 
day. It was somewhat difficult to get a picture of Don1s dif-
ficulties from her, but she did go into detail about his phy-
sical history. She was somewhat defensive a bout Don 1 s behavior 
but said he didn 1t get along well with other children, was 
hyperactive, was.bold at times while at other times was the 
best child one could want. He was polite and good in school 
but·couldn 1t sit still. The principal has spoken to her about 
this. 
The worker described the mother as a placid, rather dull-
appearing woJ:JJB.a who seemed somewhat confused. It was her im-
pression that the mother came to the clinic at the advice of 
and to please the referring source rather than through her 
own feelings that Don needed help. She seemed to indicate 
positive feelings to the hospital and said Don likes to go 
there very much. 
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B. STATEMENTS OF THE SYMPTOMS OF THE CHILDREN 
AS GIVEN BY THE INFORMANTS 
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rl In this section the symptoms of the child as stated by the informants ll 
in the initial interviews will be discussed. The writer felt that the kind il 
of problem manifested by the child might be one of the factors affecting 
II 
II 
!1 Do the cases studied show that there II 
are certain kinds of problems which influence the parents 1 decisions? The 11 
the decision to remain in treatment. 
problems have been ana~zed to determine if they indicate a significant 
relationship to social work treatment and its continuation. 
I' I 
I 
I A whole range of problems was presented by the parents with the excep-1 
tion of delinquency. In one case only was stealing mentioned and this as 
1. 
'I 
an incidental problem, the main concern of the parents being extremely ag- 11 
II gressive and destructive behavior. The problems were grouped under six 
headings: problems of personality reactions; habit; school; socially 
unacceptable behavior; disturbed family relationships; psychosomatic. 
Classification of these problems was difficult since many symptoms merge 
and overlap; drawing a line of demarcation, therefore, was to some extent 
arbitrary. For example, disobedience could be listed under the classifi-
II 
I 
I 
I 
cation of disturbed family relationships where such symptoms are manifested~ 
for the most part in the home. But this symptom may also be considered 1 
social~ unacceptable behavior. An arbitrary decision was made placing 
disobedience under the heading of socially unacceptable behavior with 
the exception of disobedience manifested only in relation to school. 
I 
!I 
I 
Here it was placed under the heading of school problems. I 
A total of forty-seven different problems was mentioned in the thirty-1 
four cases studied. These symptoms were mentioned 196 times. It must be 
kept in mind that referral to a clinic is generally for more than one \r 
!I 
symptom, thus accounting for the above figures. I In the cases studied, no il 
I informant stated one symptom only. This is hardly surprising, since [I 
il emotional maladjustments most often affect several areas, manifesting its il 
11 results in more than one symptom. Then, too, parents may not view a single 11 
II 'I 
II I !I symptom as warranting clinic services, feeling able to handle a single 1 
11 11 \j problem. It should be noted, also, that as presented by the informants, I~ 
il the problems frequently differed from those stated by the referral source. 111 
1:1 
ii Five of the inf'ormants in Group II (eases closed as improved or still ~~ 
li active at the time the study was made) stated problems in at least two of 11 
l1 the classifications, whereas two of' the informants in Group I (cases closed I 
II 1
1 
11 
as unimproved) indicated problems existing in only two headings. The II 
1 twelve additional cases in Group II showed symptoms in three or more areas, If 
whereas the remaining fifteen in Group I showed problems under three or 
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more headings. Only one informant in each group listed problems in as 
maey as five headings. The differences stated above are not great enough 
to warrant aey conclusions about number of symptoms. 
Table 8 shows a breakdown of' the problems manifested partly in per-
sonality reactions. A total of' sixty-one problems appears under this 
category, one-third or more than the number of problems under each of the 
other headings and ,1.1% of the total problems. The large number of prob-
lema in this category might indicate that in the cases studied several of 
the various symptoms listed may be associated by the parents with retards-
tion, a not uncommon linkage in many clients 1 minds with psychiatric and 
I' child guidance clinics. Fear of' retardation is often accompanied by guilt 
il and may spur the parents to deal with the problems and continue treatment • 
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TABLE 8 
PROBLBV.t.S MANIFESTED PARTLY IN PERSONALITY REACTIONS 
Personality Reactions 
Always getting hurt 
Crying; screaming 
Disliked by others 
Excessively eve~tempered; 
Fears 
Hyperactive 
Immature, infantile 
Irritating 
Jealous 
Lazy 
Meticulous 
Negativistic 
Nervous 
Sensitive 
Stubborn 
Timid 
Unmanageable 
Total 
compliant 
Total 
1 
1 
l 
2 
12 
5 
; 
1 
; 
2 
l 
' 7 ; 
' 12 1 
61 
Group I 
0 
0 
1 
1 
2 
l 
2 
0 
' 2 0 
; 
1 
; 
; 
5 
1 
28 
Group II 
1 
1 
0 
1 
10 
4 
1 
l 
0 
0 
1 
0 
6 
0 
0 
7 
0 
This seems to be borne out by the figures in Table 8. A total of 
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I, il contrasted with a total of thirty-three problems for Group II (;5.1% of 
that. group). Wit.hin tha cat.egory of porso~~&lit.y roact.iono t.horo were dif- I 
f'erences also. Symptoms which may be associated with some question of 
1 mental ability, such as fears, nervousness, hyperactivity, constitute the ,I 
Fear, nervousness and hyperactivitJ 
'I 
- I 
largest number of problems in Group II. 
were stated as problems ten, six and four times respectively in Group II asj 
compared with two, one and one times respectively in Group I. Symptoms I 
associated with more •normal• children, such as jealous, lEy, stubborn are 
-
more prevalent in Group I. 
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'I ij The following case illus-trations, #;4 from Group II and #5 from Group 
:, 
I I, are presented as examples of problems manifested partly in personali-ty 
I 
I 
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reactions and as evidence of the foregoing statements. Pertinent commen-ts 
will follow each case. 
Case f34 •. John, age 1~~ had several difficulties, but 
his mother, who appeared quite concerned about his behavior, 
felt his chief problem was nervousness. She said he shook when 
addressed. He did poorly in school work and repeated the third 
grade; he has always been on trial. John ripped school papers, 
didn 1t wan-t to work and sat in a trance. His mother said it 
was as if 1his mind was not with him. 11 Sometimes he appeared 
to talk in a normal manner, The mother thought John did •sneaky11 
things, such as putting on new shows when told to wear sneakers. 
He didn't get along well with hie stepfather, who became angry 
with John in hie attempts to teach the latter how to work around 
the house or help him on the golf course •• John's I. Q. on the 
Stanford-Binet scalewes 85. 
The family situa-tion has been broken and difficult. John 
was the second oldest of three children by the mother's first 
marriage; his two sisters lived with the maternal grandmother 
in another city., There was a twenty-two month stepbrother by 
the mother's second marriage. The mother's first marriage to 
a man of a.different religious denomination when she _was sixteen 
to escape the maternal grandmother's overprotection ended in 
divorce. Her husband beat her excessively and John, who wit-
nessed this at age two, would scream. In addition to being 
abusive, her husband was jealous. The ~ther had him put in 
the service and then divorced him. John was three at the time. 
John was all right at birth but his development was slow, and 
the mother felt his slow talking was due to "nerves. 11 
John was boarded at various places after the divorce until 
one year after hie mother's remarriage. He spent six months 
in one placement, but the _mother felt he was neglect.ed and 
removed him; he was removed from a second placement after two 
years, having complained of being punished; the next. six 
months were spent with the maternal grandmother; when she 
was unable to keep him, he was sent to an orphanage where he 
lived for the nex-t two years. After that he eame 'to his 
present home (with his mother), where he has lived for the 
past two years. 
The mother visited John regularly when he was boarded 
out; after her remarriage, the stepfather accompanied her. 
She felt she spoiled John with gifts on her visits. She 
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said she remarried to make a home for John. 
When the stepfather was interViewed, the mother C8D8 also 
and controlled the interview. Although the stepfather showed 
feeling, he seemed more objective. He felt John had "no 
memory• and though his teacher gave him individual attention 
and he_(the father) tried to help, John couldn't learn. He 
said John seemed frightened when spoken to, had no concept 
of right or wrong, couldn't remember aeything for any length 
to time. This irritated the stepfather who thought John had 
the mind of a seve~year old. He questioned John 1s ability 
to get along and didn 1t think he would outgrow it. He felt 
something should be done because he didn't behave the way he 
should. He felt John needed a psychiatrist because "he has 
a one-track mind." The parents dated the nervousness to 
John's starting school. He stuttered for about a year and 
one-half from age six to seven and one-half; the mother 
attributed this to "nerves." 
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While this child was referred because he does poorly in school ~nd is 'II 
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withdrawn and drean:~¥, the chief concern to the parents is the child 1s 
nervousness. From their many statements, it appears that both seem to have li 
rl 
some question of and be fearful about the child's normality. The mother !1 
II 
The kind 11 
,I 
reveals much guilt in relation to this child and his functioning. 
of problem as the parents view it, then, may have had bearing on their 11 
decision to remain in treatment. The case was open and in treatment when 
this study was made. 
Case if5. Mary, a 6-year, 9-month old girl in the first 
grade, with an I. Q. of 85 on the Stanford-Binet scale, was 
referred to the clinic b,y her teacher because of indistinct, 
infantile speech. She was withdrawn from kindergarten because 
she didn't mingle well, but seemed to improve when she returned 
the following year. The mother felt this was because of a better 
teacher who drew Mary into group activities. The mother did not 
appear too concerned by Mary's speech difficulty which she felt 
would be outgrown. She did,_however, emphasize that ~~ry was 
stubborn; she was a child with 11 a stubborn streak" and knew 
11 she had all three of us wrapped around her little finger and 
could eventually get by us with her teasing." The mother men-
tioned 1·-lary always had irregular bowel movements for which 
no organic base existed. She wet occasionally during the day. 
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Mary was the second c~d and only daughter in the family. 
The mother talked a great deal about Mary 1 a brother and seemed 
concerned about his persistent bed wetting. 
The worker noted that the mother had an affected, artificial 
type of Boston accent, that she set herself up as a model mother 
and felt that Mary was just showing off. The father was a busy 
man with little or no time for the child. Be did not come to 
the clinic for an interview. 
Although the mother came to the clinic and spoke of the various symp-II il 
II toms of the child, she was unable to follow through with treatment. 
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felt Mary would outgrow her difficulties and was not to any extent able 
to view them as more than the problems associated with normal growth and 
development. 
Table 9 lists those symptoms categorized under habit problems. An 
example showing maladjustment manifested partly in habit problems may be 
seen in Case #21, Page 24. 
TABLE 9 
HABIT PROBLEMS 
Habit Problems Total Group I Group II 
Elimination problems 6 4 2 
Feeding difficulties 8 5 ~ 
Me.s1:.urbation 2 2 0 
Nailbiting 4 1 ~ 
Poor habits 2 1 l 
Sleep difficulties 5 2 ~ 
Speech • 7 ~ 4 
Thumb sucking 6 1 5 
Total 4o 19 21 
This group contains a total of forty, or 20.4% of the total of 196 
times the symptoms were stated. The number of problems is almost evenly 
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categor~ there also appeared to be no particularly significant difference 
with the exception that thumbsucking was stated as a problem five times in 
Group II but only once in Group I. In three of these five cases, however, 
other habit problems were mentioned also. 
School problems, which are shown in Table 10, were stated thirty-eight 
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II times, or 19.4% of the total, almost the same number and percentage as 
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habit problep19. 
TABLE 10 
SOHOOL PROBLIMS 
School Problems 
Lack of interest 
Learning 
Behavior 
Total 
Total Group I 
5 
12 
; 
20 
Group II 
4 
11 
; 
18 
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11 As in the habit group, the number of problems is almost evenly divided il 
!I between the two groups, Group I containing twenty (19.6%) and Group II II 
\I containing eighteen (19.2% of that group). Here, also, ~ere appeared to I 
il! be no significant difference within the categories, each group containing I 
I 1
1 I' an almost equal division of each kind of school problem. 
I I I' ,I 
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[ Learning problems were stated most often, twenty-three times out of II 
the total of thirty-eight, twelve being listed under Group I and eleven 
I 
ji under Group II. Problems included under lack of interest contained such I 
II symptoms as dislike of school; inattentiveness; school phobia; refusal 
I 
to go to school. Learning problems included poor school work; slow in 
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jj school work; poor in certain areas; repetion of one or more grades. Behav~1 il problema ref'erred to such symptoms as disobodiellC&I dieruptive; poor adjua~~ 
II II 
i\ ment. 11 
I' I !I An example of a maladjustment manifested partly in school problems .is 
11 illustrated on Page 42 in Case #r~. 1 
,I Pr l i 11 - b 1. if ob ems manifested partly n socia ....., unaccepta le behavior are 
1
;/ 
1~· itemized in Table 11. 
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PROBLEMS MANIFESTED PARTLY IN SOCIALLY UNACCEPTABLE BEHAVIOR 
Socially Unacceptable Behavior 
Aggressive 
Destructive 
Dislikes people 
Disobedient, defiant 
Disruptive, creates scenea 
Doesn't play well with children 
Frightened when addressed 
Temper flare-ups, tantrums 
Uses profanity 
Total 
Total 
6 
~ 
1 
5 
2 
10 
1 
4 
l 
Group I Group II 
~ 
2 
0 
4 
2 
6 
0 
4 
1 
22 
~ 
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1 
1 
0 
4 
1 
0 
0 
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A total of thirty-three problems appears under this heading, 16.9% of 
!I 
r the total problems. Twenty-two symptoms were in Group I (21.6% of this 
' group's total) as compared with only eleven in Group II (11.7% of the total 
-
of that group). Therefore, the percentage difference between Group I and 
I 
i Group II in relation to the total number of problems shown in each group 
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is largest in this category. Disobedience, poor play with other children 
and -~~~per were the predominant symptoms in Group I, appearing four, six 
and four times respectively. The larger number appearing in Group I might 
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1 indicate that in the cases studied behavior classified a::o-c~ll¥_:.._c-_____ =#11===== 
\[ ceptable was lees likely to be recognized by the parents as a childhood 1
1
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II 
II 
'I problem or less likely to be dealt. with, thereby making treatment difficult..! 
~~ Oaee #12 from Group I illustrates a maladjustment manifested part]¥ il 
II il 
1: in socially unacceptable behavior. I 
.I I 
II Case #12.. Joan, a ~ year old girl in the fourth grade, I 
II was referred through the Guidance Director of the schoo 1 because [I 
j of poor social adjustment. She had no girl friends, showed no 1 
I desire to play with other children, had a. definite 0crush0 on 
i a fourth-grade boy whom she chased, lacked interest .in aeything. 
il She was hard to reach but did all right in her school work. 
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The mother said she was not. aware of the problem until it 
was brought to her at.tention by the teacher. Since then, t.he 
mot.her ha.s observed t.hat Joan was not. particularly friendly 
with girls her own age. The mother tended to keep Joan close 
to home because t.here was a sixtee~year old boy pervert in 
the neighborhood about. whom the mother was anxious. In discussing 
girl firends, the mother had rat.her definite ideas about t.bose 
whom she thought were suitable for Joan. 
Joan was the oldest child and only girl in a family of three, 
her two brothers being seven and three. She was very jealous 
of the first brother who had asthma. The father was ill with 
a heart condition and was unemployed at. present. The mother 
seemed resistive to the worker's seeing the father, saying he 
"disapproved psychoanalysis," and the father made no response 
to an appointment letter which was sent to him. The father 
wanted a boy. The mother has always told Joan she wanted her 
and how pleased she was to have a girl. She complained Joan 
was hard to reach, a condition she dat.ed to the arrival of the 
first boy. She punished Joan physically and by deprivation. 
She said the house was peaceful when Joan was away. The mother 
identified Joan with the father whom she tended to criticize, 
saying he was irresponsible, that she could not talk to him, 
that he was quick and hot-tempered and pushed her aside. She 
termed the father a reader whom Joan resembled in this respect. 
ll:, would appear that neither parent really recognizes the child 1 s poor 
social adjustment as a problem, which would make treatment or clinic contac 
The mother gives lip service to the fact that there is a probl II difficult. 
stating she observed Joan is not particularly friendly with girls her own 
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age -- after this was pointed out to her by the teacher. Since she was 11 
unable to follow through with appointments and the father was not willing I 
I 
to come to the clinic to discuss the situation, the case was closed as I 
f 
I 
untmproved. I 
Case #16, also from Group I, is another example of a problem manifeste4 
partly in social~ unacceptable behavior which the parent did not view as 
a problem with which she wanted help, thus impeding treatment and its 
continuation. 
Case #16. This was a self-referral by the mother whO. said 
~year old Jim1s aggressive behavior was the reason for aP-
plying to the clinic. Jim was in the fourth grade and the 
oldest of three children, his two brothers being almost four 
and almost two. Both parents gave up their religious faith 
when they were married, the mother having strong feelings 
against her former church which she felt allowed no freedom 
of expression or thought. However, she put Jim in the Sunday 
school of her former church. He objected to going. 
The mother complained Jim was very aggressive. He threw 
things around the house when he became angry; he made it so 
hard on the first brother that the latter took it out on the 
younger brother. Jim was bossy with younger children. He 
tended to be domineering like his father. The mother traced 
Jim1s aggression to the father's rejection of him. A school 
report indicated Jim1s conduct and workwere good; his grades 
were A's and B1s. 
The mother appeared to be rather shy and seemed to find 
it difficult to express her emotions. She said she had dis-
covered just recently she could get angry'and was feeling 
somewhat better about the situation, since her usual pattern 
was one of retreat. 
Although the mother came for help with Jim's behavior, 
she spent most of the time talking about the father with whom 
she has quarrelll a great deal because of his handling of Jim. 
She felt the father rejected Jim, although he was reasonably 
fair to him until the birth of the first brother whom he 
favored. He used to feel guilty about his reaction to Jim 
but doesn't aqy more. He either ignored Jim or criticized 
him excessively. The mother said she felt closer to the 
youngest child. 
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The mother. didn 1t. feel the father would come to the 
clinic unless pressure was put. on and wanted the worker 
to telephone him at. work rather than contacting him b~ 
letter. The father did not. keep the appointment. given to 
him and the mother felt. it. was useless to attempt a.eyt.hing 
as long as the father wouldn1t. come. 
Ost.ensib~ the child 1s aggressive behavior brought. the mother to the 
clinic, but. it. would appear she did not. really view it. as a problem to 
deal with. The father appeared not to recognize there was a problem and 
refused to come to the clinic. 
The second smallest group, the details of which may be seen in 
Table 12, was disturbed fami~ relationships. 
TABLE 12 
PROBLD!B MANIFESTED PARTLY IN DISTURBED FAMILY RELATIONSHIPS 
Disturbed Family Relationships Total Group I Group II 
Demands attention l 1 0 
II mother• s love l 0 1 
Overattached to mother 2 0 2 
u 11 father 1 1 0 
Poor relationship with sibling 11 7 4 
u a • fa the~ 3 1 2 
Unresponsive to mother 1 1 0 
Total 20 11 9 
* one is a stepfather 
This group contained twenty problems, .only 10.2% of the total. There 
il was no no tic ea b le difference within the ca t.ego ry, eleven symptoms . being 
; 
listed under Group I and nine under Group II, 10.8% and 9.6% respectively 
of each group 1s total. 
Only four psychosomatic problems were listed, the smallest group 
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. Group I and two in Group II. In three of the four instances, psychosomatic 
1 
11 
problems were given as one of several symptoms. In one case only - in 
11 Group II - was a psychosomatic complaint given as the chief referral reason, l1 
.I 
although the mother also complained the patient was nervous and hyperactive. 
In this instance the child was referred because for the past few.eeks he 
had been complainillg of 0 thiXJgs1 in his hands, of "little pinches" in his 
hands and feet, of hie ears being full of water., of pains in his back and 
neck, of pains which move around. The doctor to whom the child was taken 
found nothillg to warrant these complaints. The boy also has had a nervous 
stomach for a year, but when the mother gives him aspirins (once or twice 
! 
a month), the pains disappear. In another case, the child was referred for 1 
I a nervous stomach (as well as refusal to go to school), but a physical 
examination revealed no organic base. 
A tabular summary, Table 1;, is presented (on Page ;9) to give a 
clearer picture of the total problems and percentages under each heading. 
Group I percentages refer to percentage to total problems within that group 
and Group II per~entages likewise refer to the percentage to total prob-
lems within Group II. 
o. ATTITUDES OF THE INFORM.ANTS TOWARD THE CHILDREN 
Almost invariably children ar~ b:r;Qught to clinics by their parents 
(or parent~ surrogates) and most often the decision about continuing at 
the clinic remains with the parent, usually the mother. In view of this, 
an attempt was made to evaluate the informants 1 attitudes to the children, 
since it was .felt these would be related to treatment and its continuation. 
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TABLE 1' 
SUMMARY TABLE OF THE NUMBER AND PERCENTAGES OF PROBLEMS 
Type of Problem 
Personality reactions 
Habit 
School 
Socially unacceptable behavior 
Disturbed fami~ relationships 
Psychosomatic 
Total 
Type of Problem 
Personality reactions 
Habit 
School 
Percentages 
Social~ unacceptable behavior 
Disturbed fami~ relationships 
Psychosomatic 
Total 
196 
Total 
,1.1% 
20.4 
19.4 
16.9 
10.2 
2.0 
Group I Group II 
28 
19 
20 
22 
11 
2 
102 
'' 21 
18 
ll 
9 
2 
Group I Group II 
27.4% 
18.6 
19.6 
21.6 
10.8 
2.0 
,5.1% 
22., 
19.2 
11.7 
9.6 
2.1 
Total 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 
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==*=============================~==========================================~========= 1 ~ I :! Attitudes were classified according to the behavior of the informants, 1 
\! since to a lesser or greater degree behavioristic indices are related to a~ 
titudes. It is recognized, however, that often attitudes other than those I 
indicated by overt behavior may emerge after further contacts and more 
understanding of the underlying ~cs. Nevertheless, there does appear 
to be some relationship between behavior and attitudes, and in a study 
some time ago Wimer indicated that certain types of parental behavior were 
I associated with failure in treatment. 10 
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The attitudes were ascertained from an anal1sis of the statements of 
the informants and of the descriptive recording of the interviewer. 
cording and description differ from interview to interview and from inter-
viewer to interviewer. Hence, classifications were difficult to set up and 
to some extent were arbitrary. But every attempt was made to examine the 
material carefully and objectively, focusing on objective data wherever 
possible (i. a., informant's actions, statements, etc.). Since often there 
was no clear-cut, single attitude and since there was some overlapping, 
the eases were classified according to the most predominant attitude. 
Attitudes were classified in the following four groups: rejecting; 
I 
I
I overprotective; 
titudes is given in Tables 14 and 15 on Pages 47 and 49 respectively. 
accepting; inconsistent. A tabular picture of the at-
~ ,I 
jl 
The attitude was classified as rejecting when the informant's behavior 
toward the child was for the most part negative. Included ware such mani-
festations as severe scolding or punishment; unfavorable comparison with 
lOHelen L. Witmer, 1 Parental Behavior as an Index to the Probable Out-
come of Treatment in a Child Guidance Clinic," The American Journal of 
Orthopsychiatry, October, 19)}, p. 442. 
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siblings; preference expressed for other children; criticism, with little 
or no praise; domination; setting rigid and high standards; threatening or 
frightening the child; lack of real concern for the child; not wanting the 
child. The following two cases, #11 and /1' (from Group I), illustrate 
rejecting attitudes toward the child. 
Case #11. Ted, a six-year, eight-month old boy in the 
first grade, was the younger of two children, his sister being 
two years older. He was brought to the clinic at the sugges-
tion of Y Hospital where he was known about two years, being 
followed in the Orthopedic Clinic for chronic osteomfelitis 
of the right tibia. 'r.ne School Adjustment Service contacted 
the hospital because of Ted 1s behavior, but since the hospital 
was unable to provide the kind of therapy needed for this prob-
lem, referral was made to the clinic. Ted was also a nailbiter. 
When the mother was interviewed, her behavior was rather 
undignified. She kept one leg over the desk as she talked 
and appeared fidgety and tightly wound up. She said neither 
she nor the father was really grown up. Both were hot-headed. 
They treated both children as siblings rather than children. 
The mother was more closely attached to her daughter and said 
she didn1t want a boy since she feared he would inherit the 
father 1s family's drinking pattern. She didn 1t want to marry 
into his family.because it consisted of drunkards and she 
married to be taken care of. The parents had different re-
ligions and the father reneged on his promise to be converted 
after marriage. The family lived in two rooms of a home owned 
by a very rigid woman of seventy-three; the entire family 
slept in one room. Both parents worked. 
In talking of Ted, the mother said he was a poor eater 
because he was extremely lazy. He had temper tantrums "just 
like hie parents. 11 He had poor habits, having eaten paste, 
and was aggressive and negativistic. When the school threatened 
to throw him out of class because of hie disruptive behavior, 
the mother took him to the hospital for psychological testing 
"to prove to the school he was capable of handling the work and 
not a serious problem." In telling about Ted 1s illness two 
years ago, the mother said he h~d hie leg in a cast eighteen 
months, but since it didn 1t seem to bother him, she wasn 1t 
overly concerned. He had asthma from about two to three 
years and broke hie collar bone at age three. 
The father said Ted 1a sister was well-behaved and he would 
like a dozen like her. He felt the chief problem with Ted was 
a disciplinary one since he couldn1t be reached by anything 
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II short of physical violence. He also felt the mother's constant r 
yelling accomplished little since Ted merely shrugged if he was .I 
I' threatened or deprived. The father also expressed anger toward ,I
the school's attitude in the situation. 11 
Both parents are critical of Ted and neither seems too concerned about I 
his welfare. He appears to be an unwanted child. There is a marked prefer~ 
ence for Ted's sister. Neither parent shows warmth or affection for Ted. 
There seems to be friction and religious conflict in the home. Both 
parent.s refused t.o continue in treatment and the case was closed as un.-
improved. 
Case 113. Bill was one month short of ten, the oldest of 
two children. He was referred by the School Adjustment Ser-
vice because of poor reading and a negative attitude toward 
school. The school noted that he was sent to school wearing 
shorts which were too small, tending to make him conspicuous 
in appearance and isolating him'from classmates and potential 
friends. On the Otis scale given by the school a few years 
ago, his I. Q. was 99. 
The mother was a tall, angular woman who spoke with 
heavy sarcasm and considerable petulance. She said that 
Bill had a poor school history; he was repeating the fourth 
grade and has been slow and inattentive since the first year. 
She insisted that he practice reading lessons with her every 
day during the past summer and seemed proud that Bill told her 
she was far worse than any of his teachers. Bill was ill with 
a heavy cold about the time school began and hadn't gone back 
yet, and the mother questioned if this was his way of keeping 
out of school. She planned to ask for a transfer to another 
school where he could receive more help. The mother was 
strict about Bill's doing his homework and asked the school 
repeatedly to assign long lessons which she could supervise. 
She was angry that the school wouldn't comply. Attempts to 
bribe him to do his school work met with failure. She said 
that Bill's six-year old brother was q~te bright. 
When Bill was four, he refuaed to do something. The 
mother had him sit at the teble_£ot forty-eight hours, taking 
time out for meals and sleep, and at the end of that time she 
used a strap on him. Bill daydreamed a great deal and it 
annoyed the mother that nothing seemed to bother him. He 
enjoyed collecting Wizard of Oz books, but the mother stopped 
this since she felt he was living too much in a dream world. 
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She selected friends she thought were suitable for him, but 
he fought with them and preferred two boys ofwnom she dis-
approved. Often she went to the school playground during re-
cess to watch his adjustment with other children. She called 
Bill a 8 daddy 1 s boy." He has been very attached to his father 
since age 2i and when the father was home, Bill ignored her. 
"I could drop dead then and it wouldn1t matter to him. 8 The 
father was away from home frequent~ on business trips and 
was quite busy when he was home. He was overseas for a year 
when Bill was five. 
The father did not come in for an interview. The mother 
telephoned after the initial interview to say that she had 
Bill transferred to another school and enrolled him in a 
reading clinic; hence she would not require the services of 
the clinic. 
This mother is punitive to the child; she compares him unfavorably 
with his brother; she attempts to dominate and control him excessively'; 
she is critical of him and shows almost no warmth and affection for him. 
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I An overprotective attitude included overindulging the child; spoiling ; 
il I him; having excessive contact with him; giving him excessive af'fection; 
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preventing the development of independent behavior; being overanxious and 
overconcerned about the child. Case #~1, from Group II, is an example 
of an overprotective attitude by the mother and illustrates, also, an 
accepting attitude by the father. 
Case 1'31. Jane was six years and ten months and in the 
second grade. She had one sibling, a younger sister age four. 
The mother came to the clinic at the suggestion of a doctor 
whom she consulted at the end of a talk he gave. Jane's I. Q. 
on the Stanford-Binet scale was 141. 
The mother described Jane's problem as fears-- of going 
to school alone, of children, of crowds. This required numerous 
arrangements to have someone with her. The mother was an at-
tractive woman who seemed quite concerned about Jane 1 s behavior 
and eager for help in coping with it. She said she was anxious 
about Jane 1s fears. She wondered if she had been inconsistent 
by picking up Jane one day and being angry the next. She also 
wondered if she had been extra careful or if she had expected 
too much. The mother thought she may have been doing something 
wrong and wanted to know what to do about it. 
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The mother felt she may have been overprotective. She 
was with Jane a great deal when she was small. She feared 
Jane would hurt herself and has always been watchful. She 
never relaxed unless the children were under her eyes and 
worried about them and their activities. She said there was 
no jealousy or friction between the sib_lings; she treated 
them equal~. She felt Jane was like her, whereas her sister 
was the opposite. She smothered Jane with love and needed to 
be close to her. The mother thought Jane was tryiDg very 
hard to cope with her difficulties. At one time the mother 
worked, but gave it up because she worried at work and be-
cause Jane wanted her home. 
The father seemed pleasant, conscientious and eager to 
get help for Jane when he was interViewed. He seemed more 
objective than the mother. He told of having a nervous 
breakdown and learning afterwards to develop self-control. 
Therefore, he knew what it was like to have nerves. He felt 
the mother also had trouble with fears but that the amount 
she had in regard to the children was disproportionate. The 
father approved of the mother 1s working week-end.s in a de-
partment store. Since she liked it, he felt it Was good for 
her to do this. 
This mother has had excessive contact with the child, appears to have 
!I a need to be excessive in her feelings to her (smothers her with love, 
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worries about her a lot), and on the whole, while showing warmth and af-
faction, appears overly anxious and concerned. The father, on the other 
hand, while showing fondness and concern for the child, appears more 
ii tolerant and objective about the situation. His attitude was classified 
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as accepting, the mother 1s as overprotective. 
II 
This case was closed as im- II 
II 
II 
proved after a period of treatment. 
Accepting attitudes were positive manifestations toward the child and 
included expressions of warmth, concern, tolerance, fondness for and i~ 
terest in the activities of the child. Case #22, from Group II, is pre-
sented as an illustration of this attitude. 
Case #22 •. Bob was a 71 year old boy who was repeating 
the first grade. He was referred by the School Adjustment 
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Service for a speech problem; he substituted words. He was 
the third of six children ranging in age from twelve to two 
and was five months old when the mother became pregnant with 
her fourth child. His rating on the Stanford-Binet scale was 
90. 
The mother was a soft-spoken, tall, thin, rather washed-
out woman who seemed to show a great warmth for her children 
but appeared worn from the care of so maey. She talked mostly 
about Bob, describing him as a very eve~tempered, quiet and 
happy child- "the nicest of all my children." He ate and 
slept well; his relationships with his siblings were good; be 
rarely got angry and his social adjustment at school was good. 
He was an avid baseball fan. Punishment of all the children 
was by deprivation or being sent to bed. The mother said 
that in addition to the speech difficulty, Bob was a poor 
reader. Neither problem appeared to bother him. He still 
sucked his thumb, but the mother felt he would outgrow this 
and has done nothing about it. 
As Bob was slow in walking, the mother had him checked 
at Y Hospital when he was eighteen months. The examination 
was negative and the mother was told he probably would be a 
slow child. Later, since he was slow in talking also, she 
had him checked again and was given the same answer. Bob 
began to walk at two and talk at three. 
The father was a poised, friendly man and spoke well and 
intelligently. He, too, talked positively about Bob and felt 
strongly that something should be done to help him along. 
He was fed up with the findings of the hospital and their 
statements that Bob would outgrow his difficulties. The 
father said Bob socialized well and emphasized he had the 
sunniest disposition of all the children. He felt that per-
haps there was a tendency to overlook areas in which Bob 
needed help because he was so quiet. 
The worker felt both parents seemed to have warm feel-
ings to Bob; there seemed few evidences of marked rejection 
above and beyond the normal parent worrying about a child 
who developed so slowly. 
Both parents show a positive attitude to the child and concern about 
In the past they have made efforts to help him make a 
I! 
I
I hie difficulty. 
better adjustment and appear eager to do what they can about hie present 
problem. Both seem tolerant and understanding with a deep interest in 
their children. This contrasts rather sharply with the cases used to il-
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lustrate rejecting attitudes and shows none of the excesses of the over-
protective attitude. This case was still active at the time this study 
was made. 
An attitude was classified as inconsistent when there was a combina-
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tion of overindulgence and overprotection with criticism, unfavorable eo~ I 
I 
parison with siblings and statements of dislike; when there was ambivalence 
I 
1! when severity was alternated with neglect and laxness. 
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Group II, is an example of an attitude classified as inconsistent. 
Case fg5. Tom was an eight-year old boy who was repeat-
ing the second grade. He had two brothers, one eleven and one 
six and one-half. His I. Q. on the Stanford-Binet scale was 
119. His mother brought him to the clinic because he was slow 
in school and because he feared authority. She read about the 
clinic in the newspaper. 
The mother was a slim, quiet-appearing woman who seemed 
quite concerned about Tom's slowness in school. He also wrote 
poorly but she felt it was better not to force him. The worker 
felt the mother became hostile and defensive when Tom 1s develop-
ment was brought up. She said she wanted children and wanted to 
nurse them but it 11almost killed me" when she couldn't. While 
she focused on Tom during the interview, she also spoke of the 
siblings. Tom was large for his age as contrasted with his 
younger brother who was small. They didn 1t get along and the 
mother tried to keep them separated. She found ·rom demanding 
and said he expected lots of presents on his brother's birth-
day. He was a 11 defeatist" and wouldn't try aeything unless he 
knew how to do it. He was a good boy but afraid of authority. 
The mother blamed herself for Tom 1 s lack of initiative and felt 
she didn't know how to cope with h~. She thought he had some 
sort of complex. She had difficulty with both brothers who 
were weak when they were babies and contrasted this with Tom 
who had been strong. The mother felt, therefore, she hadn't 
given him the attention she had given the brothers. She also 
seemed guilty that the younger brother was smarter than Tom 
and told him she knew he was smarter but that they mustn't 
tell Tom. She also said that Tom was smart but lacked 
initiative. He was good in some subjects, dull in others. 
The father was a nice-appearing, shy person, apparently 
fond of his children. He said he tried hard to cope with 
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Tom's problem which nburns him up. • He :was concerned ~~ 
Tom was repea~ing and would be glad w know abou~ aeything 
the clinic could do to help. He ~nought Tom was losing con.-
fidence because he was not doing well. The fa~her felt Tbm 
gave up ~o easily; he ~ried to help him bu~ became angry when 
Tom qui~. He praised Tom's arithmetic but criticized his read-
ing and complained Tom liked w boss the younger children. 
Both paren~s appear ~ be ambi valen~ ~ward the child, wavering be-
I ~ween praise and criticism, unfavorable and favorable comparison wi~h 
I! 
I siblings, and concern and annoyance wi~h ~he situa~ion. This case is 
1 
e~ill in ~reatman~. 
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Table 14 which follows is a ~abular descrip~ion of ~he mo~hers 1 at-
ti~udes ~oward ~he children. 
fABLI 14 
MOTHERS ATTITUDES TOWARD THE CHILDREN 
At~i~ude 
Rejec~ing 
Overprowc~ive 
Accep~ing 
Inconsis~ent 
To~l 
To~l Group I Group II 
14 
4 
4 
12 
12 
0 
1 
4 
17 
2 
4 
~ 
8 
17 
The rejec~ing a~~itude was ~he most prevalen~, occurring in fourteen 
~i~udes following closely, occurring ~welve ~imee, or ~5.2% of the ~~al. 
This is notewortb.y' since the ineonsis~nt atti ~ude of~en included some of 
the fea~ures of the rejec~ing a~~i~ude, bu~ in addi~ion was offse~ by more 
positive manifee~ations. The fewest number of cases fell in~ the ca~e-
gories of overprotec~ive or accep~ing a~ti~udes, each having only four or 
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1l 11.8% each of each group 1 s total. 
11 The rejecting attitude was most prevalent in Group I and least 
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prevalent in Group II, occurring twelve out of seventeen times in Group I 
(70.6% of that group) as contrasted with twice in the seventeen cases in 
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Group II (ll. 7% of that group). This would appear to suggest that in the I 
cases studied attitudes to the children by the mothers which were rejectingl1 
would seem to impede treatment. This seems to be further affirmed by the ) 
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fact that eight of the seventeen mothers in Group II (47.1%) showed inco~ 
sistent attitudes, twice as manf of those in Group I (2~.5% of that group) 
and by the fact that seven mothers in Group II showed overprotective or 
accepting attitudes, four and three respectively (2;.5% and 17.7%), while 
II only one mother in Group I (5.9% showed an accepting attitude and none an 
I! 
'I i' overprotective attitude • 
. I 
!I !i attitude often includes rejecting manifestations, more positive aspects 
\I I' are shown also; there was even greater warmth and concern expressed for 
',I. II the child by mothers whose attitudes were classified as overprotective 
As stated previously, while the inconsistent 
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i 
il or accepting. 
li contiouation. 
This in turn may have had some bearing on treatment and its II 
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In Table 15 a breakdown of the fathers' attitudes to the children 
I' is shown. Because over one-third (;?5.~%) of the fathers were not seen 
I' 
II! I and the reasons for this were not always indicated, consequent findings are 
II ! 
11 narrower in scope and necessarily more limited and tentative. \ 
'I Only seven of the seventeen fathers in Group I were interviewed, I 
whereas a total of fifteen from Group II came. Included as fathers in the 
latter group, however, were one stepfather and one older brother who came 
because the father was deceased. The fact that fewer fathers came from 
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Group I might be an indication that treatment may be more difficult in 
cases where the father does not appear when he is given an opportunity for 
an interview. It will be remembered that it is the policy of the Quincy 
Clinic to see fathers whenever possible. Among the reasons for the fathers 
not being seen were refusal of the father to come, resistance on the part 
of the mother to the father's coming, the mother stopping clinic contact 
after one visit. The fact that fewer fathers came might also suggest that 
the mother 1 s attitude would be of more significance in relation to treat-
ment, the mother often being more involved in the child 1 s problem because 
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Of the twenty-two fathers interviewed, none indicated an overprotective 
1 
I 
attitude. Nine indicated rejecting attitudes, seven accepting attitudes and II 
six inconsistent attitudes. There were twice as malJ¥ fathers from Group II I 
who were rejecting as there were from Group I. It must be kept in mind, 
however, that there were five times as BlllJW unknown attitudes in Group I 
Only two fathers from the first group showed accepting 
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1/ one of the fathers here was the older brother seen in the place of a de- ii 
I 'I ceased father. Only two fathers in Group I showed inconsistent attitudes, !j 
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whereas four fathers from Group II revealed the same attitude. 'I 
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CHAPTER IV 
SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, BBOOMMENDATIONS 
In this study an attempt was made to determine whether there are 
factors revealed in initial interviews which have an important relationship 
to social work treatment and its continuation by examining and analyzing 
thirty-four cases of the Quincy Child Guidance Clinic. The cases were 
divided into two equal groups, Group I consisting of seventeen cases closed 
as unimproved between January, 1950 and July, 1951 which were opened after 
January, 1950 and Group II consisting of seventeen cases opened after 
January, 1950 which either were still active at the time this study was 
made or which had been closed as improved after a minimum of two months 1 ' 
treatment. 
Because of the limitations stated earlier, the findings pertain to 
the thirty-four cases studied and are hardly to be applied generally. A 
much greater number of cases would have to be considered before broader 
conclusions and generalizations could be drawn. 
The general analysis of the groups studied revealed no appreciable 
differences between the groups in five of the seven factors examined. 
These were age and sex of the children, place of the children in the family, 
number of children in the family', school grades and occupation of the 
mothers. Thus, in respect to these, no findings emerged showing a relatio 
ship to treatment. 
However, with respect to the remaining two factors in the general 
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analysis -- results of psychological testing and duration of the problems 
several differences were noticed which tend to show a relationship to trea 
ment and its contimw.tion. 
The I. Q. distribution of the children ranged from borderline to 
superior. The majority of the children in Group I (64.7%) had average or 
below average I. Q. 1s (most of them low average), whereas in Group II al-
-
most three-fourths (70.6%) of the children had above average I. Q.•s. 
This points to the fact that in the groups studied, children with higher 
I. Q. 1s tended to remain in treatment, whereas those with lower I. Q. 1s 
tended to withdraw, suggesting that higher I. Q. 1s would make treatment 
and its continuation lees difficult. One may speculate that parents of 
children with lower I. Q. 1s may themselves be within the same range and 
unable to understand or take advantage of clinic services without 
specialized attention to their needs both by the larger community and the 
social agency. 
The range in duration of the problems extended from two weeks to at 
least five years, with a large difference in the distribution between the 
groups. Only 29.4% of the cases in Group I showed problems of two years 1 
or leas duration, but 70.6% of Group II cases had problems which had 
Or, the majority of cases in Group I had problems I I. existed for that time. 
II 
II 
which had existed from three to five years, while less than one-third of I 
I,  
. I 
the cases in Group II had problems which had lasted for that length of time1 
I This appears to suggest that the duration of the problem may have had a 
bearing on treatment, since continuation at the clinic seemed more di:f'ficul 
where the probiems were of longer duration. This would lead to the 
speculation that the earlier the problems are seen and recognized by the 
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II parents, ths more likely will it be that trea1:dnont will continue. 
1· Several limited findings also seemed to emerge from the analysis of 
the three factors which were given special attention. These factors were 
sources of referral, statements of the symptoms of the children as given by 
I 
I the informants and attitudes of the informants toward the children. I 
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Schools were the largest referral source, accounting for ~8.2% of the 
referrals. Almost half of the school referrals were in Group I, whereas 
only a little over one-fourth were in Group II. In moat of the Group I re-
ferrals by the school, the informants did not mention the problem as seen 
by the school, minimized the problem or showed anger to the school. This 
seems to indicate that the parents may have viewed the schools as an author-
! I 
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itarian source whose suggestions they felt obligated to carry out without 
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real understanding for the referral, thus making treatment or its continua-
tion more difficult. 
It has been found that a parent 1s readiness for and willingness to ac-
cept help is important in effecting a better adjustment. It would seem, 
therefore, that where the maladjustments are not yet recognized by the 
parents but are found by the schools to be interfering with the child 1s 
potentialities, a cushioning or supportive period would be desirable before 
referral. Since recognition of and dealing with such resistance and 
hostility from the parents requires specialized skill, as well as time to 
deal with such manifestations, it would seem desirable if schools could 
work with such parents. These parents might conceivably be willing to come 
to the schools while not yet ready for clinic services and eventually such 
a referral might be less threatening with the result thatUuv might be 
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11 bettor able to accept 100re intensive help and be more a~~~enable to treatmem.j 
I\ The next largest referral source (20.6%) was doctor.s. Five from Group' 
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was contact with a doctor, gave a total of three in Group I as contrasted 
with seven in Group II. Thus, in the cases studied, referral by doctors 
tion of physical factors, the fact that the mothers usually turned to the 
doctors on their own initiative -- all this might have been instrumental in 
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il helping the parents accept the doctors• recommendations, in turn making it 
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more likely they would continue in treatment. 
In four of the six types of problems which were indicated by the i~ 
formants in the initial interviews, namely, habit, school, disturbed family 
relationships, psychosomatic problems, no appreciable differences were 
found. However, in the remaining two types of problems -- personality re-
actions and social~ unacceptable behavior -- certain differences emerged 
which may be related to treatment. 
The largest number of problemS mentioned appeared under the category 
of personality reactions, ;1.1% of the total problems and one-third or more 
times the number of problems in each of the other headings, with a greater 
number appearing in Group II (,5.1%) than in Group I (27.4%). Within t.he i' 
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it category there was a difference, also, with the symptoms of fears, 
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nervousness, hyperactivity being predominant, being mentioned twenty times 
in Group II and only four times in Group I. These symptoms are not in-
frequent~ associated by the parent.s with retardat.ion, often accompanied 
by guilt on the part. of the parents. This, in turn, may induce parents to 
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··I II seek help for and deal with these problems, thus making treatment less dif-1 
I il i' ficult. 
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The following observation seems to support this finding. Those 
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symptoms associated with more 0normal" children, such as jealous, laz,r, 
Ill stubborn, were more prevalent in Group I, having appeared eight times, but 
'I not once in Group II. 
The category of socially unacceptable behavior contained only 16.9% of I 
I 
the total problems, but the difference within the category was fairly large 1 
'I 
J,l with twice as many symptoms in Group I (twenty-two) as in Group II (eleven) 
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Thus, the percentage difference between the groups was greater here than in 
'I 
all¥" other category. The predominant symptoms in Group I were disobedience, I 
poor play with other children and temper, being mentioned eleven times. Itl 
I 
may be that these symptoms were viewed by the parents for the most part as 1 
troublesome rather than serious and thus not requiring outside or special- j 
ized help. It would seem, therefore, that in the groups studied, the be- I 
havior classified as socially unacceptable was less likely to be recognized! 
by the parents as a serious problem and consequently less likely to be 
dealt with. This was illustrated by case presentations which appeared to 
indicate in one case that the parent did not really recognize this behavior I 
as a problem but came thro~ the pressure of the school, and in another 
I' 
\ I' case where the parent seemed to be using the clinic as a tool in relation 
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to the father, only superficially recognizing the child's behavior as a 
problem. Another qualification should be pointed out. In the cases studie 
there was a noticeable absence of delinquent behavior, a symptom which, had 
it been mentioned, would have appeared in the category of socially unac-
ceptable behavior and would have some bearing on the findings. 
In the examination of the mothers 1 attitudes toward the children, it 
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I was found that the re j oe ti.,g attitude vas ..,st predominant., having occurred 
1 
Ji in 41.2% of the cases. 1here was a ooticeable difference between the two jl 
~~ groups, particularly with respect to the rejecting attitude, which appeared/ 
jl in twelve of the seventeen cases in Group I (70.6%) as compared with only li 
11 two of the seventeen cases in Group II (11.7%). 1berefore, it may be state1 
II · li that in the cases studied, a rejecting attitude to the child by the mother Jli 
11 would seem to have been a hindrance to treatment or its continuation. This! 
!I I 
i seems further supported by the fact that where the attitude included some I 
I i degree of warmth, affection or concern for the child, treatment seemed I 
1 
easier. This more positive manifestation toward the child appeared in varyl 
· ing degrees in mothers whose attitudes were classified as overprotective, 11 
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accepting, inconsistent, all of which appeared more frequently in Group II 
than in Group I. How to reach reje~ting mothers in initial interviews is 
beyond the scope of this thesis, but it would appear that greater education · 
is needed in the community as well as a development of treatment techniques 
in social agencies to give more difficult clients more assistance despite 
their resistance. In this way treatment would be made easier and eventual 
11 the children would be given a better opportunity for more adequate develoP-
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Dll!tnt. 
Because such a large number of fathers was not seen (;5.;%), no co~ 
elusions can be drawn about their attitudes toward the children. However, 
the fact that only seven of the seventeen fathers from Group I were seen, 
as contrasted with fifteen from Group II, points to the finding that treat-
1 
ment may have been hindered where the fathers did not come to the clinic 
when given an opportunity to do so. It also indicates that the mother 1s 
attitude may have been more significant in relation to treatment and its 
continuation. 
Rich~rd K. Conant 
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APPENDIX 
SCHEDULE FOR ABSTRACTING DA!A 
II 
II 
II 
IJ I IDENTIFYING INFORMATION. 
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Name 
Birthdate 
School grade 
Location of home 
Nature of the problem at referral 
Source of referral 
Family constellation: Birthdate 
Date and place of marriage 
Marital situation 
Others in home 
Psychological data 
Sex 
Birthplace 
Ordinal position in family 
Date of first interview 
Place Occupation Religion 
II DESCRIPTION OF THE INITIAL INTERVIBWS 
II 
:: 
II 
II III 
II 
I! 
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Who was seen? By whom? 
How did informants hear of the clinic? 
What did they give as the reason for seeking help? 
To what is the child 1s problem attributed'l 
Discussion of the problems of the child. -(Its duration; how it has 
been handled in the past; other problems) 
General; miscellaneous. 
DESCRIPTION OF THE INFORMANTS IN Tim INITIAL INTERVIEWS 
Attitude to·the child 
Attitude to the problem 
Attitude to the clinic, to expecting help. (What is expected, wanted?) 
Personality of the child as described by the informant 
Attitude to role in treatment 
Informant 1e behavior in the interview (focus of discussion, amount of 
anxiety, etc • ) 
Personality of the parent 
How clinic was interpreted to the child by the informant 
Parent 1s impression of the role of the other spouse, willingness to 
come, etc. 
Miece llaneoue 
I 
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